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abstract

The distribution of rougithead grenadier in the North
Atlantic A 

their re1tive abundance length and sex composition
in the catchea takeA by 1ong1ines from different depths in
the Newfoundland aIJa in MayJu1y 1982 are given. The highest
catches of roughhea, grenadier were taken at Ll.00. 500 m of
depth, while lower►nes were recorded deeper, females being
prevalent. Bottom oganisms are the primary food object;
food composition changes with growth of fish. In the north
ward areas fatness c1f rouhhead grenadier is higher than in
the southward ones, otable fluctuations of weight and fatness
under the same length and age of fish were observed, .A long
life cycle, maxyaged population structure and late maturation
are typIcal of roug1head grenadier.

Introduction
Roughhead grenadier, acrourus berglax Lacépède 1802,

are distributed off the North America coast from New York

to the Davis Strait, in the Baffin Bay, along the continental
slope of . the West aid East Greenland, off Iceland, at the
north—western coast of Norway eastwards to Murman. North..
wards they are distributed on the continental slope along
the western bounds of the Barents Sea as far as 82°10'N.

They were. also founc between the Northeast Land and Franz
Josef. Land in the dEeps of the shelf. As to the Newfoundland
area , roughhead grey adler are abundant on the continental
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slopes 400 -$00 in deep and show promise as to their comxner-

cial value, though not forming dense conunercial concentrations.

The bycatchos of rouglihead grenadier taken during botto

trawl fishing for halibut, redfish or cod often involve

tens or hundreds of specimens. The catches of this fish

taken by large commercial ships seldom amount to sortie tons

per haul. The French research vessel "Thalassa" caught 540 kg

of roughhead grenadier per 0.5 hour of trawling in the

Northwest Atlantic (Maucorps Fontaine, 1979). Parsons

(MS 1 975, 1976) points out that the highest catches of

rouglihead grenadier were taken by, research vessels at com-

paratively small depths (up to 500 in) along the eastern and

western slopes of the Grand Newfoundland Bank, in Diva, 3L

and 3N. Long.-line fi she xy for roughhead grenadier may be

considered promising as is proved by the experiments carried

out at the coasts of Norway ) Great Britain (Bakken et al,,

MS 1975) and Iceland (Magrnisson, MS 1978), as well as by

the materials of this paper. Despite numerous catches of

rougbhead grenadier, they are seldom used for food or fish

meal because of near stiff and thick scales,

Many aspects of roughhead grenadier mode of life have not

yet been studied until now. The data from literature are

fragmentary and incomplete. The paper aims at analysing the

peculiarities of the roughhead grenadier biology ponderable

for organization of rational fishery.

Material and methods
The material was collected from the catches taken by

bottom.-set long-lines "Aibatros" from the medium refrigerator

trawler SRTM-.1257 ' tLangust" in the area of the Grand Newfound.

land and Flemish Cap banks from 26 May to 28 July 1982 (Pig. 1)..

Small pieces of squid were used as a bait most frequently,

while fish grenadier, cod, woiffish, hake, skates were

utilized more rarely. The bait was plunged to 310-1 000 in;

3 sets of the long-line out of 20 ones vere below 700 in.

The catches were analysed as to their length, age and sex
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compositions food cornposition relative weight of liver

(fatness) and mäturi1y Fish maturity was determined by

6 point scale dev4oped by Sorokin for cod (Sorokin, 1957,

1960) o The degree of

by 5 point scale (

fullness 9 3 full s

Rouglihead grenadi

stomach fullness was determined visually

empty, I low fullness 2 average

oniach,	 streched stomach)

r were measured fxom the tip of the

snout to the end of the tail accurate within I cm, In some

cases fish were join€d in 3cm length groups (Pig0 'i-) or

in 10cm length gràus (Table 7) to facilitate statistical

analysise Hauls were made within the ranges of 100 m (Table 2)

Fish were weighed acurate within 10 g, the liver- within 5 g.
While calculating th percentage by fish length the awn

of males and females was taken for l00%

Annual rings on r ughhead grenadier otoliths become disc
tinct only after special treatment (Savvatimsky et ale  1977).

On this account the ge was deterxnined by scales and with

the use of polarized light (Savvatimsk, 1971) Annual rings

were counted on the ate ral side of the scales taken in the

region between dorsa] fins just above the lateral lines

Average length and weight were determined for fish of each

age group Yearly leer gth and weight increments were calcu-

lated as the differerce between the estimated length and

weight of fish from two adjoining year classes

The relation between the length and weight of roughhead

grenadier is charted by average values used for determining

the coefficients for the foxinula W aLb, where W - weight
of fish in grams  L length in cm Length frequencies

(Fig, 2) and fatness curves (Fig. 4) are smoothed Smoothing
of length frequencies was performed by the formula
B = p— + 2b +c 	 where a , b, c preceding medium and
subsequent members of the frequency, B -- the calculated one.
In the text D tables aIad figures the investigated areas are
named after NAFO designation®



Results
Long-line fishery was carried out mainly in the south

of Divs. 3L and 3N., here the highest catches (more than

100 spe co per one thousand of books) of roughhead grenadier

were taken (Figs 1) ® Composition of catches is rather vani

able -- 16 fish speeie:am The bulk of catches by weight is

composed of roughhead grenadier, thorny sk to Northern

wolffish and .Atlantic halibut, and by number of rougbhead

grenadier and thorny skate (Table I ) The by^catch low by

number (3 a 7%) and weight (k®3%) was composed of G.a 	 orhua 

Linnaeus, Anarluchaa minor Olafsenq Ra a lacy .s Mitchill,

Sebastes mentella Travin,	 fro	 (Muller), Macrozoarces

ai.e ricanus ( Bloch and Schneider) , Ant.imora, rostrata Gunther,

y4rolagus affinis (Capello), Controscilliuxn fbricii
(Reinhardt),

On the average 3^-, 7 sped of roughhead grenadier per one

thousand of hooks were caught for one laying ( out of 20)

of the long 4ine, the average weight of one specimen being

I , 405 g® The greatest amount (averaging 64 67 spec® ) of rough.

head grenadier per one thousand of .hooks was taken at 1400

500 in of depth (Table 2) .

The number of grenadier caught decreases under the in

creasing depth of. fishing The amount of Greenland halibut

and Northern wolfish in the catches from all depths was

about the same., whe rea.s the highest amount of skates was

taken from the depth of 300-500 m® In this paper the biolo.

gical characteristics of rougbhead grenadier alone are given®

The difference in length and sex composition of the rough

head grenadier catches from various depths was observed®

The average length and weight of ro° tead grenadier 	 at

the depth ranging from 300 to 700 .m were about the same

( length 61 94 cm, weight 1,390)	 Below 700 m grenadier spe^

cimens were larger, almost all of them being females • (Table 3)

At 300-700 in of depth immature females amounted to 62 ®9%,
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and at 800-1000 m they totalled 41%, and the re at were

maturing (gonad maturity stage III) and post spawning (VL.II)

Out of 966 urea sure specimens males amounted only to 6,2%

and were much smaller than females (Table 4)

In Divs, 3N and 30 fish were somewhat larger than in

northward Divisions0 Thus the average length of females

in Divs, 3N and 3O was 67 cm and that in DjVSG 3L and

3M 6101 cmG However, the distribution pattern of the

relative amount both of males and females by length is si

milar in these two areas (Pig. 2) enabling to assume existance

of a single population of roughhead grenadier in the survey

a re a

No difference in the weight of males and feinles of the

same length was detected in Diva® 3L, 3M, 3N 30 (43 males

and 495 females were weighed) The correlation between the

grenadier length and weight is shown in Fig® 3 illustrating
notable fluctuations in the weight of fish under the same

length and their increase following the growth of fish

lengths

In Dive 3N there was a higher amount of maturing and

post spawning females (gonad maturity stages III and VIII).

Immature females (mturity stage II) in the catches amounted

to 61% in Div. 3L . an  36 2% in Div. 3N (Table 5),

Apparently 9 sout1ern and soutbeastern slopes of the

Grand Newfoundland Bank are the area of roughhead grenadier

rep roduction0

As Table 5 demonstrates, maturing and post spawning

females in Div 0 3N ere on the average larger than in north.

ward Dvisions0 No i.ish ready to spawn were found Spawning
most likely occurs in winter and early spring as observed

with roughhead grenadior off Iceland (Magn1isson MS 1977),
In the Lofoten area they would spawn at that time as well®

In roughhead grenadier, as in other grenadiers fat

accumulates in the liver, The content of fat in fish may be

judged of by the relative weight of the livers as meat con
tame less than 1%	 fat® The ratio of liver weight t



total weight of fish as percentage s is conventionally called
fatnesse 43 males and L 95 fema les of roughhead grenadier
we.r_e,. analysed for f.atne.s.s® The. average length of males was.

49 0 5 cm 9 their we ight 645 g s those of females 63. 7 cm
and 1 X557 g , re spectively® The. average fatness of males was.

1103% 9 that of females m 7^ 3% (Table 6), fatness of males

being on the average 2% as high as that of females of the
same length group

The average . fatness of. males and females of roughhead
grenadier in Divas 3L 3 M was higher than in Divs 3N and
30, this difference remaining for fish of the same length

groups (Figs 4) In the northern and s outhern parts of the

survey area fatness of females declines to 6 G 5% on the aver

rage depending on their length increase from 39 to 70 cm^

and it approaches 10% for females 80-89 cm longs Individual

fluctuations of fatness are rather significant, For example,

fatness of females 66¢-68 cm long ranged from 2% to 21%

testifying to different physiological state of fish

Basing on scanty scientific data roughhead grenadier may

be assigned to bottom benthophage and predatory fish0 Out

of 495 females taken with the long line in the Newfoundland
area 32 ®3% of fish s ere ith empty stomachs, 38e 2% with

turned out stomachsa No males with atomac:F containing food

were founds Stomachs of 14 .6 female individuals were with

food, however, we have all . grounds to suppose that food was

partially ejected out of stomachs while the catch being

taken up® The average degree of female stomach fullness was

Q®72 It is quite probable that this value is underestimated

by the above reason

It was cleared out that small, mainly imma Lure , and large

(post-spawning) remales have the average degree of stomach

Fullness higher than those of the average length (Table '/),

which correlates with fatness variation in fish of different

j	 length.	 .
Fooa composition oi' roughhead grenadier is diverse Bivalve

molluscs ( 1 3 4% by occurrence) , shrimp (12, 4%) , fish (11,1%)
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and shall starfie lies  (10,5%) were found in fish stomachs

more often than (Cher food components. Such large and stiff

rood objects as hrimp9 sea cucumbers and fish are more

accessible to large fisb whereas polychaetes, ampb.ipods,

small star fishes to small oneso There are almost no fish

in the diet of s

large grenadier

aid grenadier, while those in the diet of

mount to 1x-16% skates and recifish unfitted

for swallowing being consumed,

It is rattier cifficuit to determine the age of Atlantic

grenadiers inc1u ing roughhead grenadier by usual methods

of microscopy ap licable to fish from upper layers of the

ocean because ant ual rings on the scales and otoliths are

almost invisible ®. Rings on the scale of roughhead grenadier

become distinct in the polarized transmitted light, but
it should be mentioned that very often the annulus is comrn
posed of two rings situated close to each other, one of

which is, as a rule, narrower than the other, This should be

taken into account . while counting the annuli and determining.
the age of fish.

Only fra:4uentary data on roughhead grenadier are available
Some females 67-89 cm long caught off Iceland in 1967 were
1725 years old (savvatimsky 1971), As. Yanu.lov reported (1962),

ead grenadier caught at the northern coast

ears old with the length of 70,5 cm® Applying

thod of scale impregnation with silver,

determined the age of a small amount of

r taken by commercial ships on the Dohrn

nland, Fish 41-86 cm long 818 years of age
he catches, specimens 6275 cm long aged

Unfortunately, Kosswig did not separate

prevented from finding the difference in
les and females, whereas Yanulov did not

a female of rough

of Norway was 16 r

the complicated r

Kosswig (MS 1979)
roughhead grenadi

Bank off East Grey

were abundant in I

12--15 prevailing,

fish by sex, whit
growth rates of ma

indicate methods of age determination of roughhead grenadier

Nevertheless, basil on the results of their investigations
it may be stated that the growth of rougi ead grenadier in

the Northeast Atla tic is similar to thst in the Newfoundland



area Fish 3&87 cm, lcng taken by 1ong^1ines in this area

in 1982 were 6-23 years oldo The age of 29 males ( average

length 486 cm, weight 61O3 g	 age 9;®3 years) and

312 females (average length 6L. 6 cm, weight	 1 9 6290 3 g9

age	 13..3 years) was determined0

In order to determine the difference in growth of males

and females, the length and weight of fish of the same age

groups from 7 to 13 years were compared Males were

proved to grow much slower than females i G e ® they have

smaller length and weight at the same age , ThUS 9 for instance,

at an age of 10 males are 51 O cm long with a weight of

667 g, and females are 54G 1 cm long with a weight of 1,100 g,

this difference increasing with fish growth ( Table 8)

The amount of aged males is insufficient to clarify

the linear and weight growth rates These parameters were

estimated for females.., the linear and weight growth of

as calculated b the formulawhich ^v	 Y	 y = axbo The coefficients

are given in Fig, 50 Fisher $ s ratio test showed that the

estimated values are in a good correlation with empiric ones

(the estimated F of 113® 1 for the linear, growth and the

estimated F of 2589 for the weight growth are higher than

the table value F 2 © 05 at the significance level of O®05)

At an age of 15 a yearly length increment of females as

2®7 cm9 a weight increment 230 g	 Length increments decrease

while weight increments increase with age® At an ago of more

than 20 years length of females grows by 23 cm a year on the

average, their weight by 320 g^
Individual fluctuations in length and weight of females

at a certain age are notables Thus 9 at an age of 25 fish

were 65x-76 cm long with a weight of 1 8 5602 9 51+0 gQ The range

of these parameters expands with fish growth (Figm 5) ® This

seems to be important for fish adaptation as it widens the

food spectrum and, consequently the nutritive base of year

classes0 Maturation and start of ,spawning of fish within

the same year class occur at different age promoting regular r
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Basing on lengt

the average age of

frequencies converted to age determination

males was estimated  to be 10®1 y - a rs that

of females 12®9 years The bulk of catches was composed of

males aged 10 (25,3% of the total amount of melee) and off'

females aged 1 0 .12 (4O6% of the total amount of females9

Table 9)
Thus low rates of linear and weight growth and a long

life cycle are typical of roughhead grenadier as well as of

other Atlantic grenadiers0 The commercial part of the popu^

lation includes a great number of year classes The bulk of

long line catches i.S composed of fish of older age groups

spawned more than once that is why the long-line fisher is
most reasonable for preserving the recruitment and reproduc^

tive part of the po ulation0

Conclusion

Roughhead grenadier is a widely distributed and abundant

deep water species of the North Atlantic, showing promise as

to their commercial value Two types of fisherj bottom trawl

and bottom—set long lining are employed. In the Newfoundland

area roughhead grenadier amount to 65^ 8% by number end 48 5%

by weight of the total catch taken by long—lines 0 Fish in long.

line catches are much larger than in trawl onos which affects

the variety and era 1 e of fish production © Long-lining is the

most reasonable typ of fishery for preserving the recruitment

and reproductive part of roughhead grenadier population,

In the Newfoundland area the highest concentrations of

roughhead grenadier are observed LIOO .50o in deep. Smaller fish

dwell less deeps whE real large fish, females on the maim are

concentrated at depths above 500 m, Southern and south—eaetern

slopes of the rand Newfoundland Ban are supposed to be
the area of roughhe^ d grenadier reproduction,

Bivalve mclluscs, shrimp fish, starfishes are the primary
food object of roughihead grenadier, Food composition varies
with fish length growth® Notable fluctua tions of length and
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weight of roughhead grenadier at the same age seem to	 im^

portant for fish adaptation promoting the increase of nutri^-

tive base and its fuller utilizing.,

Males have higher fatness than fema^es0 The average fatness

of roughhead grenadier of the same length is higher an Divs, 3L

and 3M as compared with Divs 0 3N and 3Q Notable individual

fluctuations of weight and fatness at the same length are

typical of roughhead grenadier®

Like other htlantic grenadiers, rouglnhe .ad grenadier have

a long life cycle manyaged population structure and late

maturation, that is w they may be damaged by intensive

fishery to a greater extent than many other fishes,
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Fable 1 Composition of long—line catches from the area of
the Grand New oundland bank 26 May to 28 July 1982.

(peas one thousand of hooks on the average)

;Number	 s W®fight 
Species :spec. : %	 :.spec.	 :,

   

Roughhead grenadier
Ma c rourus be rgl ax . La c e p a de 9 1802

Thorny skate
Raja radiate Donovan,, 1807

I

Atlantic halibut
j	 to s sus. h1...o 4o s sus

irmeaus, 1 758,.
Northern woiffish
Anarhichas denticuLus KrOyer, 188'
White hake
Urophycis tennis (Mitchill, 1815)	 0,5	 1,0	 5,4	 3,0

	

35,7	 65,8	 48,5	 2'7,8

	

10,8	 19,8	 45,3	 26,0

	

I,4	 2,5	 38,4	 22,0

	

2,3	 4,2	 25,I	 14,3

Greenland halibut
ReinhUrdtius hi.
(Wa Iaum, 1 19

i

	

1, 6 	 3,0	 4,6	 296

	

2,0	 3 97	 7,5	 4,3Other species

Total
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Table 2 Average number of spec. pe r one thousand of hooks
(numerator) and average weight of one spec. in grams
(denominator) from 1ong.1ine catches_ • taken at different
depths in the •a:rea of the Grand Newfoundland Bank

.	 in 1982

•

Species

Roughhe a d
grenadier

;---.--	 Dm

    

300-400; 400-500 a 500-600; 600-700700-:i0 :i0--9000 900-1000

iL	64	 I Q	 ITS	 6,00 	 LQQ	 400

1352	 1346 1420	 1325	 I590	 I840	 1830
Thorny	 L2	 L	 2&	 iQ	 0_;40
skate	 4117	 438I	 3685	 3634	 60U	 5200

Atlantic	 0 d6	 2, 00	 oQ 8n	 L50	 5QQ 
halibut	

5I300	 27092	 203I2	 37940 24800 41940

Northern	 2g83 •	 3 I3 .	 3 COQ	 6, ^Q	 2 QO	 I OQ.•

woiffish 15633	 10687 11473	 14.120	 12380	 17638	 10150
White	 •	 -	 -	 3 3	 a %Qhake	 10086	 7650

Greenland 	 4Q	 SOU	 „0Q	 2 0
halibut	 • 1313	 2028	 3850	 286?	 4I50	 4253	 4060

Number of
layings I

Table 3 Average length of roughhead grenadier and
relative amount of females in long-line catches
taken at different depths in the Newfoundland area

in May-July 1982

-

Depth of
fishing,

m

o o	 s

Average  lengthy Average weigh A mount of	 ,, Amount of
o	 ^	 .of femles cm • of females, o females, % 	 !; femal^s^

g•e spec,

	

300-700
	

6I,9
	

1390
	 . 937	 931

	

700-1000
	

6882
	

1799
	

97,1 •	 35
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Table 4 Ave ra go length and amount of males and females
of roughho sd
Di vs , 3L, 3^'

grenadier in long-line catches in
, 31'T and 30 in 1 982

Average	 0 Amount of	 e Amount of
length, cm 4 fish, specs	 o fish, I

s	 o	 a
w	 o	 e

r+sas ^i n•p M® ^ ^	 aia.. m^ ^ a6tD ^ m^ mmss	 lW^9. m^ ae<ss ^ a^sis rms ^

s

Divisions	 Sex:
e
e
e

cas

 

3L , 3M	 Male s.
	 49,3	 38	 8,2

Fe nza lé s
	

61,1	 425	 91,8

Males and females	 60 , 1
	

463	 100,0

3N , 30 Males	 50,7 •	 22	 4,4

Females	 64, 7 	 48I	 95,6
Males and female s 	 64,1 • 	 503	 •	 100,0

3L , 3M
	

Ma les	 49,8
	

60
	

6,2

Females	 63,0
	

906
	

93,8
Males and females	 62,2

	
966
	

100,0

Table 5 Chs ra cte risi
of different m

Divs ® 3L,

ice of roughhead grenadier females
turity in long-line catches in
3M, 3N, 30 in 1982

Average e Average : Average	 Average : Amount ® Amount of
maturity ® length, m weight, o fatness,: of fish,: fish, %

a	 .:	 cm	 g	 v	
spec.	 o

e	 0	 o	 b
mam ^s m^ mss e .^ +^► •^

H	 54,9
	

935
	

8,1	 182	 60,9
111	 6,8
	

1615
	

7,9	 12	 4,0

YI-Il	 7c,9
	

2063
	

7,6	 105	 35,1
Tota l 	611,0
	

1358
	

7,8	 299	 100,0

3N, 30	 II	 5 , I	 918	 6,8	 71	 •	 36,2

llI	 6^ ,9	 1870	 •	 5,3	 10	 •	 . 5,1

	

Y141	 7 ,4	 2448	 6,9	 115	 58,7

	

Total	 6'' ,8	 1864	 6,8	 196	 100,0

Divs.

•
® ^s ^ emsv arse ^asm areas ary+► aesms ysr ,^

3L , 3M

s .

3L , 3M,	 II
	

5^,0
	

931
	

7,7
	

253
	

5I,I

3N,30	 In
	

& ,2
	

1731
	

6,6
	

22
	

4,4

YL it
	

73 , 2
	

2264
	

7,2
	

220
	

44,5

Total
	

63,7
	

1559
	

7,3
	

495
	

IOU ,0



Divs. Length of .fish, cm We ight of .fishy g Fatness,
o 	 .
mm.:

Amount

oaverag°t+
.	 .

Sex
.	 .

max, . averaemine max. » ave ra min max®.	 .

21,9
9,4
12,5

9,4

3,1

0,75	 0,58 0961 1,04 I,

14	 42	 33	 50

19	 65	 44	 2.

	

12,2 3,9	 16,5 35,7

	

6,5 6,5	 25,3 21,4

	

14,0 7,8	 7,6	 7,1

	

7,5 14,3	 I6,4 14,3

	

4,7 9,1	 8,9 14,3

	

4,7 3,9	 2, 5

3,8

	

1,9	 1,3

0,9 1,3
	0,9 	 -

1,3

	13 	 -.
I,3

13,4
12,4

ID, 5
II, I.

6,9

4,2

0,I

1,3

0,6.
0,3
0,3
0,3

0,3
0,3

9 1 0,3

36 0,72

II	 14.6

160
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Table 6 Length, weight and fatness of roug- - ad grenadier
males and female s from long-line catches in

DivsQ 3L, 3M, 3N D 30 in May^July 1982.
.o. a .;. _ .m .^ ^ ^ms ^ ..^ .^ :eew► .mw ^ ro

Males 3L, 3M 41

3N , 30 46

.	
3L, 3M^
3N, 30 41

56	 49,1 370	 960	 629	 4,8 24,3 11,4 33
58	 50,8 430 1120 •	 699	 7,0 19,6 11,1 10.

58	 49,5 370 1120	 645	 4,8 24,3 11,3 43

82	 6I,0 260 3160 I355 2,0 235 • 7,8 299
87	 67,8 340 4060 1864 I,? 23,5 6,8 196

Females 3Z, 3M 36

3N 9 30 42

3L 3M,
3N, 30 36 87 63,7 260 4060 1557 I,7 23,5 7,3 495

Table 7 Frequency of occurrence (in % of t otal amount of stomachs
including empty) of different food components in stomachs
of roughhead grenadier females from long-line catches
in Divs® 3L, 3M, 3N, 30 in May^3uly 1982

Food composition Length of females,  cm
4 I-- 50 0 5I-- 60 0 61-70 0 7 i `1 :81-90:4L-90

sew roe ,^ ^ weo - ^ ^ aem^ .nom .n.ea wmm. sn'► r
e	 .	 0	 'i	 w	 w

sm sr ! ^ ^ c+sr ^ ® Jii7 ate+ o^ r smar s9^ ..n ® srm► ase ..u.

Molluscs

Shrimp
Starfishes
Digested fish
Digested food
Polychaete s
Sea cucumbers
Detritus

Amphipods
Crabs
Sea-urchins
Grenadie r
Sand eel

Skate
Redfish
Average degree of
stomach fullness

Number of stomachs
containing  food

Number of empty
stomachs



. Age

4 `^ a. 42 8
44,0

47,6

49,6

54 , I

QJ
57,I

52 5
60,2

65,3.

370	 500	 424	 5

340	 580	 460	 7
48
51 ,0

4

30

2
34

23

717

985

865
1196

1
1510

1

1970

52 ,0
64 0

689,0

70 ,o

4
43,0

43,0

45,0

4g 0
50,0

51,0.

5

53,0

5̂., 8 0.
58, 0

3 s,	 5400	 472,	 , 5
320	 720	 554	 14

470	 740	 583	 6
460	 910	 666	 2E
600	 730	 667.	 6
640	 1100	 819	 33

610	 840
660	 1350

770

740	 17I0

I
960

-- 15

Table 8 . Length and weight of roughhe a d grenadier males
(numerator and females (denominator) at different
age from lon line catches in the area of the Grand
Newfoundland Bank in May-July 1982

Length, cm.	 Weight g	 oAmount of
. 4ax0	 average e mmno

	 max, ,aaverage	 fish
e

emsA aru® .ww mar dm9 r	 ate+ ^v	 w^ aw is Holt a+r iv ^ des ra+ au^ any Ae r
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Table 9 age composition of roughhead grenadier from:
long-line catches in the area of the Grand Newfoundland
Banff: in May=July 1 932

Age . Male s. Female s

   

:Average An.ount. of	 Amotant of : 'Average Amount of	 Amount
1 length,. : 'fish, spec, Fish, %	 :'length,	 : fYsh, . spec. e of fish,

4	 0	 .
. cm	 a cm .	 o

6
7

8

9

Io

II

12

13

14

I5

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

Total

^-	 40,0	 2	 0,2

	

43,0	 7	 II,?	 48,2	 12	 1,3

	46.,6	 10	 16,7	 48,0	 36	 4,0

	

49,0	 9	 I5,0	 50,4	 62	 6,8

	

51;.,2	 I4	 •	 23,3	 • 	 54,3	 .	 124	 13,7

	

50,7	 9	 15,0	 57,4	 II?	 13,0

	

54,4	 9.	 15,0	 59,9	 I26	 13,9

	

58,0	 2	 3,•3	 65,1	 71	 7,8
-	 -	 67,5	 73	 8,1

^-	 70,0	 66	 7,3

r.	 -	 72,4	 69	 7,6

	

74,9	 51	 5,6

	 . 76,6	 38	 4,2

-	 78,8	 38	 4,2

-.	 w	 --	 81,0	 II	 1,2.

_.	 -	 80,8	 7.	 0,8

83,5	 2	 0,2

-	 88,0	 I	 0, 1

60	 100,0	 63,0	 906	 100,049,8.



Fig. 1  Distribution of Long-1ine catches of roughhead grenadier
in the Newfoundland area ii May-July 1982 (number of spec®
per one thousand of hooks).
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Fig, 3. Relation betwe n length and weight of rougithead gre-
nadier from lox^g^-line catches in the Newfoundland area
in May-July 19&2  (males and females),
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Fig. 4. Relative Liver weight of roughhead grenadier females

of different length in long—line catches from Divs^ 3L,

3M 3N, 30 in May-4uly 11982 by smoothed frequencies
(vertical lines stand for the fatness range of fish
from certain length groups 9 the amount of fish ana^
lysed is in circles,)
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Fig. 5 Linear and weight increments and growth rate of rough
head grenader in long-line catches from the Newfourid-
land area iJz May-July 1982,
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